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Abstract

This article demonstrates a pneumatically actuated soft robot capable of navigating the inside of a tube. This
robot was built using buckling pneumatic actuators (vacuum-actuated muscle-inspired pneumatic structures, or
VAMPs). The tube climber can navigate through a tube with turns, inclines, and varying diameters. The robot
is also able to remove obstacles (of more than 10 times its own weight) from tubes to perform a clearing
function. It maintains climbing and clearing performance in wet conditions and under water. The tube climber is
lightweight and completely soft and thus has the potential to be collaborative (i.e., work with humans) and also
to interact safely with delicate environments.
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Introduction

he development of soft pneumatic actuators1–5 driven
by vacuum6–10 and buckling of elastomeric beams11–17
has made possible a number of new types of motions—and of
devices and machines that utilize these new motions—in soft
actuators, machines, and robots. These devices (to which
collectively we refer as ‘‘buckling actuators’’) take useful
advantage of a phenomenon—buckling—that has historically (in the context of ‘‘hard’’ structures made of metals,
concrete, and other materials with limited elasticity) been
regarded as a mechanism of failure.18,19 These soft actuators
are elastomeric structures—structures that are ‘‘soft’’ by virtue of the fact that they are fabricated entirely in compliant
materials such as elastomeric organic polymers, and contain
no rigid, unyielding components—that achieve torsional,14
linear,8 shearing,9 or cyclical10 motions. Those we describe
here are unusual in the sense that they are actuated by application of negative differential pressure (e.g., vacuum), rather
than positive differential pressure (as in PneuNet-based devices,2,3 McKibben actuators,20 actuators harnessing snapthrough,15 etc.). (The early work by Jaeger and colleagues21,22
on ‘‘jamming’’ actuators also operate under negative differential pressure, but by a different mechanism.) Buckling
actuators achieve their characteristic motions based on the
cooperative, reversible, buckling of the structural equiva-
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lent of ‘‘beams’’ molded into elastomers. The mechanics of
these motions have been analyzed in detail by Bertoldi,
Boyce, and coworkers.11–13
This article demonstrates applications of a buckling actuator of a type that we have described previously.8 This actuator exhibits a particularly useful kind of motion—a linear
motion akin to the muscle in humans and animals. We refer to
it as a vacuum-actuated muscle-inspired pneumatic structure,
or a ‘‘VAMP.’’8
Here, we describe an application of VAMPs requiring motions that would be difficult (or more complicated) to achieve
using PneuNets, and much more complicated to achieve (at
least to achieve simply) with hard machines or robots. We have
built a ‘‘tube climber’’ that is capable of navigating the inside
of a tube.
Buckling actuators such as VAMPs are easy to fabricate,
light in weight, ‘‘collaborative’’ (as the term is used in
robotics—that is, able to operate safely with people, and with
other soft and delicate objects, without concern for the harm
that a hard robot or machine might do on contact), and inexpensive. Buckling actuators have a distant relationship
with the systems of soft, inflatable actuators that we2,3,23
and others1,4,24 have described previously. These actuators
and robots—whether based on PneuNets,2,3,23,25,26 on other
systems of pneumatically inflated channels embedded in
elastomeric structures,27–30 on McKibben ‘‘air muscles,’’20
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or jamming under negative differential pressure6—use the
energy provided by PDV work to change the shape of a
machine, and thus to enable it to grip, move, or perform other
functions. The PneuNet-based systems are usually composed
of composites to achieve structural control over motions such
as bending or curling; the composite structures determine the
mechanical properties of the structures and thus their motion
on inflation. The structural problem occasionally encountered with delamination at interfaces can be eliminated by
using single-piece fabrication or other appropriate designs.31
Buckling actuators, because they rely on negative differential pressure (vacuum), rather than positive differential
pressure—bring new advantages and disadvantages. One
major advantage is that because their void space contracts on
actuation, they shrink rather than expand (i.e., for the same
starting size of actuator, VAMPs will decrease in volume,
whereas inflating actuators would increase in volume), and
can thus be used in applications that would preclude an increase in volume (e.g., as here, movement inside an enclosed
tube or pipe). In addition, vacuum-based actuators stop actuating when the chambers collapse and thus cannot burst as
inflatable actuators could. Another benefit is that these actuators exhibit lower strain, and thus, greater lifetime, greater
toughness, and better oxidative stability than positivepressure actuators (which are often operated at high strain). In
addition, VAMPs can still function after small punctures
because the external pressure compresses the elastomers and
supports self-sealing.8 A limitation to buckling actuators
(when they are operated in the ambient environment, and
thus at atmospheric pressure) is that the maximum pressure
available to provide work under ambient conditions is limited
to that of the atmosphere (*100 kPa = 14.5 psi = 1 bar), although this limitation can be circumvented by using a soft
mechanical advantage9 (i.e., by amplifying the output force
relative to the input force). (This limitation could, of course,
become an advantage in a different environment: e.g., undersea, or in other hyperbaric environments.)
Results and Discussion
Experimental design

We built a simple robot with three degrees of freedom,
consisting of a VAMP8 in the middle, and a ring-shaped
positive-pressure pneumatic actuator on each end of the
VAMP (Fig. 1A and Supplementary Fig. S1; Supplementary
Data are available online at www.liebertpub.com/soro). The
VAMP consists of thin horizontal parallel elastomeric beams
(1.5 mm thick) and thicker vertical beams (4 mm thick) that
bridge the horizontal beams. (The directions ‘‘horizontal’’
and ‘‘vertical’’ describe the relative positions of beams in a
VAMP when its direction of actuation is vertical.) The system of beams and voids is sealed inside a thin elastomeric
membrane (1 mm thick), and thus forms void chambers in
between the beams; the void chambers connect to a common
source of negative differential pressure. As we apply a vacuum to these void chambers, the horizontal beams buckle,
while the vertical beams slide past each other and produce a
linear motion (in this case, as shown in Fig. 1B, in the vertical
direction).
By expanding and contracting the three actuators (two
rings and the VAMP) in a specific sequence (as illustrated in
Fig. 1B, C) using the controller illustrated in Supplementary
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FIG. 1. Schematics of a tube-climbing robot powered with
a VAMP. (A) Schematic of the tube climber comprising a
VAMP8 and two pressure-actuated rings (one in the front
and one in the back). The tube climber is connected to three
pneumatic control channels, one for the VAMP and one
each for the rings. Each pneumatic channel can either be
connected to inflation pressure (Pi), deflation vacuum (Vd),
or sealed off. (B) Climbing is achieved by periodic actuation
of six states. Inflation of the expansion ring holds the (front
or back) end against the tube, while expansion and contraction of the linear actuator move the other, deflated loose
end. (C) Sequence of pressure or vacuum used in each
pneumatic control channel for climbing. Climbing is controlled by the supply pressures and the time constants: tei
(inflation of expansion ring), ted (deflation of expansion
ring), tli (inflation of linear actuator), and tld (deflation of
linear actuator). We varied the duration of each step to determine optimal climbing conditions.
Figure S2, this robot can move along a tube (using a motion
distantly analogous to a rock climber moving up a crack by
‘‘jamming’’). Figure 2A and Supplementary Videos S1 and
S2 demonstrate the climbing motion after optimizing the
parameters of operation (i.e., duration of operation of each
sequence in Fig. 1C) as shown in Supplementary Figure S3.
Capabilities of the tube-climbing robot

Existing tube-climbing systems are typically based on hard
robots, or contain hard components,32,33 although in some
instances covered by a soft skin.34 Our tube climber is
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off into narrower ducts) by expanding or contracting the ringshaped positive-pressure actuator. In the current design, the
robot is able to move between two horizontal parallel plates
while the distance between plates is varied from 60 to 64 mm,
but gets stuck when the distance is less than 57 mm and does
not reach the plates if the distance is greater than 66 mm. The
tube climber also has the potential to withstand substantial
punishment in terms of impact or pressure, or large strain in
deformation—a task difficult for hard robots, or robots that
contain hard components.
Some applications of this kind of robot might include inspecting or cleaning the interior of tubes, monitoring various
parts of a building or tunnel, and search and rescue missions
that involve climbing through tubes. Figure 2B and Supplementary Video S3 show an example of clearing, where the
robot pushes tissue paper out of a short piece of transparent
tube. The robot could carry an optical fiber (for visual inspection) or tubes to deliver or remove liquid cleaner or
sampling agent, or to test vapors.28 Figure 2C and Supplementary Video S4 show a demonstration of the robot turning
a corner; this demonstration establishes that the robot could
self-navigate when exposed to turns—at least when there is
only one choice for the path. (Other designs could make
guided or autonomous choices.)
The robot is able to operate under a load (mass = 1381 g,
Supplementary Fig. S4 and Supplementary Video S5) of
more than 10 times its own weight (mass = 98 g), but as expected, increasing the load leads to a decrease in the climbing
speed (Fig. 3).

FIG. 2. Demonstrations of the tube-climbing robot in dry
tubes. (A) One climbing cycle (each panel corresponds to
the steps of the schematic in Fig. 1B). The climber moves in
a vertical tube at the rate of 6 mm/s, with a period of 4 s (per
cycle), and distance covered over one cycle was 2.4 cm.
Here: tei = 0.4 s, ted = 0.1 s, tli = 1 s, and tld = 2 s. (B) The tubeclimbing robot performs a clearing task inside a tube to
remove tissue paper. (C) The robot turns around a corner.
different from those previously described, in that it is completely soft, and thus has the potential to climb tubes with
very smooth, hard surfaces, or tubes with changing radii or
noncircular cross section (e.g., indoor air ducts that branch

FIG. 3. Characterization of vertical climbing speed as a
function of total weight that the tube climber carries, supply
pressure, and inflation time of the expansion ring (tei). Initial
pressure (P) and vacuum (V) are 100 and -95 kPa, respectively. Another set of experiments was performed with
supply pressure reduced by half, thus P/2 is 50 kPa and V/2
is -47 kPa. Expansion ring inflation time determines how
strongly the climber grips to the tube and thus how much
weight it can carry. We can see that both pressure levels
could carry similar loads, but as expected, lower pressures
require longer times to achieve same actuation and have
slower net speed. Here ted = 1 s, tli = 1 s, tld = 2 s, and tei were
varied as shown in the legend.
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Fabrication and operation of the tube-climbing robot

FIG. 4. Demonstrations of the tube-climbing robot in wet
conditions. (A) Tube climber moves vertically after a column of water is poured on top (initial height of the column
is *17 cm, with a mass of *480 g). The column of water
exerts about 1.7 kPa of pressure. As the tube climber moves,
water pours through the climber because the seal between
the robot (the deflated ring) and the tube is broken. (B) The
tube-climbing robot moves horizontally through a tube that
is submerged in a tank of water and thus demonstrates underwater operation.
The tube climber can also operate in wet conditions, for
example, in a tube that was freshly drained (Supplementary
Fig. S5), through a column of water (Fig. 4A and Supplementary Video S6), or in a tube submerged underwater (Fig. 4B
and Supplementary Video S7), without adversely affecting the
performance. If the climber and the tube are coated in oil, the
performance of the climber does suffer a decrease in the speed
by about 3.3 times but with minimal load, the tube climber can
still operate (Supplementary Fig. S6 and Supplementary Video
S8). A very smooth surface, such as glass or plastic, covered in
oil is a very demanding environment. We expect the tube
climber to perform better in oil-covered rough surfaces (such as
those containing corroded metal or scale deposits).
Conclusions

The tube-climbing robot described here has seven potentially useful characteristics: (1) it is fabricated entirely of soft
materials (and can thus withstand large strains, deformations,
and impact), (2) it can tolerate changes in tube diameter (how
tolerant it would be would depend on the elasticity of the
material used for fabricating the rings, and on the details of
their design), (3) it is lightweight (the density of elastomers is
typically *1 g/cm3, and the operating fluid is air), (4) it is (in
principle) compatible with soft tubes and slippery surfaces,
for example, blood vessels, tracheae, or intestines, (5) the
sticking force exerted by the robot depends on the area of
contact with the tube and thus can be increased by designing
longer rings, (6) it has the potential to deliver fluids (e.g.,
detergent for cleaning, methane for burning off obstacles) or
to carry optical fibers for inspection, and (7) it can operate in a
liquid-filled tube.

The robot was fabricated according to previously
described methods.8,9 Briefly, the tube-climbing robot comprises three functional units: a VAMP and two pressureactuated expansion rings. All three of these units were created
by replica molding. We designed the molds for these units
using computer-aided design (SolidWorks) and fabricated
them in acrylonitrile butadiene styrene plastic using a 3D
printer (Stratasys Fortus 250mc). Curing a silicone-based
elastomer (Dragon Skin 10 Medium) against the molds at
room temperature (5 h) produced the two halves of the
VAMP. These two halves were aligned and bonded together
by applying uncured elastomer at their interface, before placing them in an oven and curing at 60C for 15 min. Similarly,
two pressure-actuated expansion rings were cured and then
attached to the VAMP (one on each end of the VAMP). Three
pneumatic tubes (Intramedic polyethylene tubing, ID 0.76 mm)
were attached to the structure, one for each of the rings and
another for the VAMP (as shown in Fig. 1).
The pneumatic inputs were connected to either house
vacuum or pressure sources via valves that were controlled
using an Arduino Uno board (Supplementary Fig. S2 and
Supplementary Table S1). The three functional units (rings
and VAMP) were actuated in sequence (Fig. 1B, C) to allow
the robot to climb inside a tube as shown in Figure 2 and
Supplementary Video S1.
The tube used for characterizing the climbing experiments
was a polyvinyl chloride tube with an inner diameter of
64 mm and length 315 mm. The mass of tube climber by itself
was 98 g.
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